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The Olympic Games are back, and this time its your chance for glory! Whether you play with

friends, family, or go for gold on the global leaderboards, this is a party game that anyone can pick
up and enjoy! Prepare to unleash the competitor within as you create your athlete, customize their
skills and pick the perfect costume. Why settle for standard sportswear when you can take centre
stage as a pirate, astronaut or cowboy Choose between 18 fun-fueled sporting eventsfrom Tennis

and Football to the 100m, Basketball and Boxingtheres always a record to beat and a score to
settle. Going for gold has never been this much fun! The Olympic Games are back, and this time its

your chance for glory! Whether you play with friends, family, or go for gold on the global
leaderboards, this is a party game that anyone can pick up and enjoy! Prepare to unleash the

competitor within as you create your athlete, customize their skills and pick the perfect costume.
Why settle for standard sportswear when you can take centre stage as a pirate, astronaut or
cowboy Choose between 18 fun-fueled sporting eventsfrom Tennis and Football to the 100m,
Basketball and Boxingtheres always a record to beat and a score to settle. Time for the most
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exciting Olympic Games in history? You bet you are. London 2012 is all about winning. Everything
you do in this game affects the outcome. Train like a hero, perfect your skills and look for every
chance to impress. But don’t just settle for 5th place, do everything you can to get to the top.
You’ll need all the support you can get. This game is for people who enjoy being competitive.

Whether you’re rooting for your home country or just want to play the ultimate sports game, the
Olympic Games has never been this much fun!
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Besides the standard Single Player, the game also features a Multiplayer mode, where two players can
compete at the same time. Playing a game is the same, but the player that is in charge of the camera
will also be able to win special items, such as the Sportsmanship award or the Olympic Order, if they

are able to get the ideal pictures, if they were able to complete the events in time, if they were able to
use their environment to their advantage, etc. In addition, there will also be the Exhibition Mode and
the Pause Menu. The game is the only 3D simulation sport game ever developed, including the 2012

Olympic Games themselves, and includes the most dynamic 3D Proportions, HD rendered
environments, a full range of camera options and the most realistic Olympic commentary on the

market. Through the use of a highly responsive controller, players will experience truly the Olympic
spirit. The game also includes the new Olympics' Events, such as Beach Volleyball and Moto 3, the

most popular Mixed Events in the Games. New gameplay mechanics are also included: if the player is
ahead, he will be able to hinder the opponent, or if the player is in the lead he will be able

to'superbomb' the opponent and be awarded with a special bonus. In addition, the Visual Arts, the
Inspirational Stories and the Training Mode will also be present. “ London 2012 is a true achievement
for any dedicated fan of the Olympics. The game is for the most part a complete package, with a wide

range of Olympic events and a decent AI. Even its flaws, namely its inability to be played with a
controller and its use of the same camera perspective across all events, are forgivable. 5ec8ef588b
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